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Abstract: Finger stamping is an overview and analyzed operating system and detection methods using port scanning .O/S to
specify based on stack finger stamping. Finger stamping to used various protocol and host such like as TCP/IP, FTP, TELNET,
HTTP, DNS.O/S detection also used concern of system or safety admin using the port. Finger stamping method was working
version different o/s version. Similar o/s to perform the various task. The main aim of finger stamping method to used trace to
another receiver hand. Its tracer worked by the search that exists some TCP/IP protocol. More and more analyzed for the
fingerprint to use some tools like inactive and active tools. Both tools are identifying remote o/s finger stamping. Active proceed
work done by remote host analyzed and resisted. These are two methods to be recognized white-hat method and black–hat
method to implement by active way Ip packet sent to the host. And detection method is also used .many normal process used for
fin investigation to checking is usually to transfer signal by the sender to receiver. Finger stamping is scanning method like as
half scanning, full scanning, stealth scanning .to locate open, closed port on the server. All scan method to client level used on
SYN and server level used of SYN/ACK .and after this process to client ask to connect to the full connection to remote host.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
At the present time everyone is connected to the internet, so the need to secure him from the intrusions is essential. What happens if
a bank data was hacked and taken down? This external threaten the organizations trigger them to use multiple security applications
like firewalls/intrusion detection systems (IDSs) to insure themselves from the hackers. The operating system fingerprinting is a
manner of remotely identifying and determining the identity of a scapegoat system by observing the TCP/IP packets that generated
by that method[1]. The operating system detection can view from two parties. First, from the contrary point of view for the hackers
needs. For example, the hackers detect OS to exploit. It's vulnerabilities for their hacking purposes to solved in the system. Another
part of the network executives needs to access tool and mechanism. It is crucial for necessary data. Them to get as much information
as probable about their networks. It is also wanted for the system administrator to have the specific summary about the peripherals
that they have in connection with their network behind the situation. The network administrators to have full control of mainly for
the vast network. For the system administrator, it's always important to be one step ahead of the attacker. This way, the attacker can
make use of the latest vulnerabilities. It is also essential for the network manager to be sure that each OS in the network performs
the concerned methods. For instance .when a user formats his Personal computer and rebooting a former version. Detecting such
situation in an automated way is very important, uniquely for large networks.[2] Having the path to an up-to-date network list could
allow a company to collect money by canceling the permit and support service for an OS that no longer used.The network
executives also want to know which mobile devices, like Smartphone and tablets, are reaching his/her network. It may be further
testing to respond to network attacks received by a wireless device. In some cases, the mobile users may not be granted and can
cause network overload as network load evaluation might not have combined on-the-fly wireless users.[3] There is two principal
method of performing O/S Fingerprinting. The active detection achieved by sending. A particular packet to the target device and get
the response that can be analyzed to identify the OS type of the target device. The main weakness of active OS fingerprinting
method is that it cannot do if the target system has firewall and intrusion detection systems (IDSs). On the other word, the passive
approach of OS fingerprinting done by severe sniffing tool. The network packets remotely preferably by sending crafted packets to a
target tool [4]. The idea of passive OS fingerprinting is to investigate the headers of TCP SYN packets (or other specific packets) to
arrange the operating system. They equated with the predefined database that contains signatures of different operating systems.
And discover this type of the O/S. It is vital for network executives to do .O/S fingerprinting passively to obtain the elimination of
the active method due to Firewalls/IDSs[5][6].
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A. Traditional Approach Port Scanning
In this paper, we have to discuss port scanning. Port scanning to be used one or other network to be connected host. Port scanning is
also known as network scanning method .we can many hosts for used scanning method[7].Port scanning method is one of the most
critical processes in computer networks. Port scanning is classified in many ways :
1) Network administrator and consultan
2) Monitoring application
3) Nontarget attackers
4) Target attackers
5) Application Sources
Network administrator classified for port scanning depends on the local network. Port scan also performed an external scan and
internal port scanning method. The monitoring application is standard detection process. It detects new peripheral devices.
Nontarget attacker another means malware that uses port scanning in their search for the vulnerabilities .its full safe port scanning
method to search host or targets need in their activities. Port scanning method to be scan huge of many hosts. Many application is
used port scanning like online game application, peer to peer functionality, etc[8].
B. Types of port scanning
Port scanning classified into four main groups:1) Vertical Scan:-This type of scan for purpose many hosts for the same port services. A vertical scan to be used search to attack
entire network subnet
2) Horizontal Scan:-This type of scan to purpose one host for the accessibility of many ports such as likes TCP port and IP address
3) Strobe Scan: - This type of scan can use both types of scan method
4) Block scan: - this type of scan is a thorough scan in all ports on several hosts[9].
C. General Method
At what time a talented person with partially an indication decides to attack your structure. They will primary attempt to identify the
operating system. For the expert dissemination tester or hacker. O/S identification is an essential step in probing. So it is must
understand the procedure used by most of the OS fingerprinting attempts before safeguarding from them General approach for any
OS fingerprinting using stack fingerprinting is consisting of following three phases.
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D. Phase #1 host detection
Host discovery is a term used to describe a particular phase of a perception test, where one tries to determine the convenient hosts
on a network. Many times if a firewall rule set is written explicitly[10].it is difficult to decide on the number of hosts accurately.
That is behind a firewall. Essential about this phase is to discover a reachable node. Finding out whether it's up or down.
E. Phase # 2 Port Scanning
It is one of the most general techniques used in the native to discover and map services. That is monitoring on a particularized port.
This method used an attacker can then creates a list of potential weaknesses and vulnerabilities. In the proposed open port leading to
exploitation and compromise of a remote host. Port scanning techniques take form in three specific and differentiated ways.
1) An open scanning
2) half-open scanning
3) stealth scanning
1) An Open Scan Method: This variety of scan method includes opening a complete attachment to a remote host connection using
a typical three-way TCP/IP handshake. A standard transaction involves issuing the following flags to create an accepted
connection:
Client -> SYN
Server -> SYN|ACK
Client -> ACK
The above example gives a port acknowledging our initial connection request with an SYN|ACK. This response means the port;
packet was the target is in the open state. Its great handshake has observed an effect.[11] The connection will terminate by the client
allowing a new socket created/called allowing the next port to checked until the maximum port threshold has reached. Reverse
taking a look at a response from a closed port would expose the following:
an client -> SYN
a server -> RST|ACK
an client -> RST
The RST|ACK flags returned by the server is telling the client to tear down the connection attempt since the port is not in the
LISTENING state thus is closed. This method is created through connect() system call, allowing almost instantaneous identification
of an open or closed port. If the connect() call returns true, the port is open; else the port is closed. Since this technique issues a
three-way handshake to connect to an arbitrary host, a The spoofed connection is impossible, that is to say, a client can not
manipulate the correct source IP, as a spoofed connection attempt involves sending an exact sequence number as well as setting the
right return flags to set up for data transaction. Apparently, this technique is easily identifiable on any inbound traffic because it
opens a full connection. Thus all IDS and firewalls can detect and block against this scan. However, because the connect() method
uses the three-way handshake, results of this scan are about as accurate as you could get to determine open/closed ports.
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2) Half Open Scan Methods Or (Syn Scanning): The term half-open refers to the way the client terminates. The connection before
the three-way handshake is completed. This scanning technique will often go unlogged by relationship-based IDS' and will
return reasonably accurate results (reliability of open/closed port recognition. The implementation of this scan method is similar
to a full TCP connect () three-way handshake except rather by sending ACK responses we promptly split feathers the
connection. A presentation of this routine is necessary to confirm a half-open transaction:
An client -> SYN
A server -> SYN|ACK
An client -> RST
This precedent has given that the target port was open because the server responded including SYN|ACK flags. The RST bit is
kernel oriented. That means the client demand does not send another packet. This bit like the kernel's TCP/IP stack code automates
its. Opposite, a closed port will return with RST|ACK.
An client -> SYN
An server -> RST|ACK
As is represented, this combination of flags is symbolic of a non- listening port. Although, this method has become rather simple to
identify by many IDS because a paramount of Denial of Service (DoS)[12] utilities base their Attacks by sending excess SYN
packets.
3) Stealth Scanning: The definition of a "stealth" scan has varied over recent years. The term was used to define a procedure. That
avoided IDS and logging, as half-open scanning method. Though, nowadays stealth is considered to be any scan that is
concerned with a few of the following:
setting individual flags (ACK, FIN, RST)
NULL flags set
All flags set
bypassing filters, firewalls, routers
preparing as casual network traffic
varied packet dispersal rates
Broadly this scan is called TCP Fragmenting, where the different flags and another offset of TCP packet are targeted to scan the port
from the response. TCP fragmenting is not a scan method so to speak, although it employs an approach to complex scanning
implementations by splitting the TCP header into smaller fragments. IP reassembly on the server-side can often lead to
unpredictable and abnormal results (IP headers carrying data can be fragmented). Many hosts are unable to parse and reassemble the
tiny packets and thus may cause crashes, reboots, or even network device monitoring dumps. Alternatively,[13] these small packets
may be potentially blocked by IP fragmentation queues in the kernel or caught by a stately firewall rule set. Since much intrusion
detection systems use signature-based mechanisms to signify scanning attempts based on IP and the TCP header, fragmentation is
often able to defeat this type of packet filtering and detection, and naturally, the scan will go undiscovered. A minimally allowable
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fragmented TCP header must contain a destination and source port for the first packet (8 octets, 64 bit), typically the initialized flags
in the next, allowing the remote host to reassemble the package upon arrival. The actual reassembly is established through an IPM
(internet protocol module) that identifies the fragmented packets by the field similar values of Source,Destination, Protocol,
identification.
F. Phase #3 os Detection
It is the process of actively determining a targeted network node's underlying operating system by probing the targeted system with
several packets and examining the response(s) received. Once, the classical techniques of OS fingerprinting met with stronger
countermeasure form both the vendors and users new modern methods have surfaced. Eventually, more advanced technologies
based on stack querying came about it. Stack querying means to actively packets to send the network. Stack on the remote host and
examine the acknowledgments. This idea takes advantage of each OS vendor's network stack implementation. The first approach to
use stack querying was aimed at the TCP stack. It includes sending standard and non-standard TCP packets to the remote host and
examining the acknowledgments. The next process was identified as ISN (Initial Sequence Number) analysis. This determines the
variations in the random number generators found in the TCP stack. Up until that point, the entire stack querying methods was
found by looking at the TCP protocol. Later, researchers found a new approach that used the ICMP protocol.[14] The technique is
known as ICMP response analysis. It involves sending ICMP messages to the remote host and analyzing the responses.TCP/IP
stacks behavior of a targeted network element when probed with several legitimate and malformed packets. The received results
would then be compared to a signature database to find an appropriate match. TCP fingerprinting works by sending TCP packets to
a port and noticing how the TCP stack responds[15]. Many of the specifications for TCP/IP are left open to interpretation, so each
vendor implements the TCP/IP stack a little differently, creating a unique identifier or fingerprint. Typically, seven packets are sent
to a destination port using different flag variants including SYN, SYN/ACK, FIN, FIN/ACK, SYN/FIN, PSH, and SYN+ Reserved.
Based on the data returned,[17] the results can be mapped to a particular operating system and version, decoding the OS for users of
the tools.

II.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented o/s determine to check security and protection analyzed various port. Everyone is connected to the
internet, so the need to secure him from the intrusions is essential. The hackers detect OS to exploit. It's vulnerabilities for their
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hacking purposes to solve in the system. Another part of the network administrators needs to access tool and mechanism. It is also
essential for the network administrator to be sure that each OS in the network performs the concerned methods. Operating OS
Detecting such situation in an automated way is necessary, especially for large networks. And discover this type of the O/S. It is
vital for network administrators to do O/S fingerprinting passively to succeed the suppression of the active method due to IDSs. And
we have to discuss port scanning. Port scanning to be used one or other network to be connected host. Port scanning is also known
as network scanning method .we can many hosts for used scanning method. Host detection method is to discover a reachable node.
Finding out whether it's up or down. Port scanning is one of the most famous techniques used in the wild to identify and map
services. That is listening on a particularized port. This process, an attacker can then create a list of potential weaknesses and
vulnerabilities. Open scan method involves opening a full connection to a remote host using a typical three-way TCP/IP handshake.
The term half-open scan method applies to the way the client terminates the connection before the three-way handshake is
completed. The definition of a "stealth" scan has varied over recent years, and initially, the term was used to define a procedure that
avoided IDS and logging. it’s Called half-open scanning method. Os detection is the process of actively determining a targeted
network node's underlying operating system by probing the targeted system with several packets and examining the response(s)
received. Once, the classical techniques of OS fingerprinting met with stronger countermeasure form both the vendors and users
new modern methods have surfaced. Eventually, more advanced technologies based on stack querying came about it. Stack
querying means to actively send packets to the network stack on the remote host and analyze the responses.
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